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When several girls heard Charlie’s words, they nodded with interest.

Although they all have a good impression of Charlie in their hearts, they also know very well
that tonight is the world of Charlie and his wife, and they shouldn’t bother too much.

At this time, Jasmine said: “Master wade and Madam wade, then we won’t bother the two of
you watching the concert. If you have time, you can make an appointment to have a meal.”

After that, she looked at Claire again and said seriously: “In addition, Madam wade can come
to the Moore Group to sit and sit. We have some decoration design requirements recently. If
Madam wade is also interested, we can cooperate. “

At present, Claire is in a stage where she is very ambitious.

She has always hoped to quickly expand and strengthen her company’s business, and she also
hopes to take the initiative to provoke the burden of the family so that Charlie can relax.

Therefore, after hearing that Jasmine took the initiative to throw an olive branch to herself,
she immediately nodded and said, “No problem, Miss moore, you see what time is right for
you, I’ll visit it.”

Jasmine took out her business card, handed it to Claire, and said: “It depends mainly on your
time, Madam wade, I can basically do it.”

Claire asked tentatively: “Miss moore, do you have time on Monday?”

“Yes.” Jasmine said with a smile: “Then let’s have a meal at 11 am on Monday, so that we can
have a meal together at noon. Our moore Group has a lot of business related to the
professional fields of Mrs. wade. Let’s It can be a good thread on Monday.”

Claire was so excited that he quickly agreed, and while putting his business card away
properly, he said, “Miss moore, then let’s say that. I will visit you on Monday morning.”

Jasmine nodded and smiled: “Okay Madam wade, see you on Monday!”

Charlie gently pulled Claire and reminded: “My wife, the concert is about to begin, let’s get to
our seats as soon as possible.”

Claire responded and greeted several girls separately, and then followed Charlie to the seats
of the two in the middle.

As soon as he sat down, Claire couldn’t help sighing: “I didn’t expect to come to a concert and
meet so many acquaintances, Aurora and Ito Nanako, who are both very beautiful! Especially
the Ito Nanako. , It’s so beautiful, I feel a little inferior in my heart in front of her…”



Charlie said seriously: “My wife, you are also very beautiful, not worse than any of them.”

“Why…” Claire said seriously: “Doris Young and Ms. moore have great temperaments. The
confidence in gestures is beyond me, let alone that Ito Nanako, she can hardly pick out any
shortcomings. The looks, temperament, eyes, tone, and even politeness are all perfect. I have
grown up and this is the first time I have seen such a perfect woman…”

Charlie didn’t speak, but in his heart he agreed with Claire’s point of view.

Nanako Ito deserves to be recognized by the Japanese as Yamato Nadeshiko. His looks,
temperament, etiquette and cultivation are unparalleled.

Moreover, although Charlie has always been heartfelt and patriotic, he has to admit that, in
terms of the traditional classical aesthetic training of oriental women, the current China is
inferior to Japan.

Many Japanese girls like Ito Nanako have to learn female red since childhood, which is the
delicate work of needlework, weaving, and embroidery.

In addition, some Japanese girls also learn flower arrangement and tea ceremony in their
spare time. These skills are more in line with traditional classical beauty.

Of course, this also has a lot to do with the relatively low social status of Japanese women.

The whole society is educating girls to be good at home for their husbands, so women as a
whole will also appear weaker, and in the eyes of many people, there are disadvantages. Time
is also a kind of tenderness.

In addition, the Ito family itself is a very traditional big family in Japan, so Ito Yuhiko has been
committed to cultivating his daughter into a lady in the eyes of the Japanese, so it also gave
Ito Nanako this gentle and watery temperament.
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